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Election Controversy?

. y Gil Bliss
'
One of the Comment's early issues this semester had an article dealing
with a foulup· by the SGA leadership regarding the necessity for a
primary before the actual election of some senatorial positions. Amid
allegations that the "wrong" person won the election, Student President
Bm Mullen stated that the situation was just an oversight, because
contested Senate positions were apparently an uncommon occurence.
The people in SGA seemed to lack working knowledge of their own
constitution, but the election was reheld, and the person involved in the
controversy won. anyway.
Now, it seems that a few more problems have sprung up. First of all,
the SGA constitution reads in Article IV, section B (part 3),- that four
Senators shall be elected on the Presidential ballot. The election was held
this week, and no Senators appeared on the ballot. This rule is designed
so that disappointed office seekers in the quest for higher office can
"settle" for a Senate seat if they ·Iose. This must be an oversight as well.
Next, a deadline for turning in nomination papers was set by the SGA
elections committee as being Tuesday, Feb. 24th. Apparently, as this
deadline came about, President Bill Mullen found that he did not have the
signatures necessary (200) to get on the ballot. The SGA at their meeting
that week, went into an "executive session" and decided that it would be
OK to extend the deadline to Wednesday the 25th.
The SGA's primary function is to decide who should get the money
allocated them by. the Student Payment Office, which was in turn
extracted from our tuition checks.
If they ever had any idea of changing the SGA image in the eyes of the
students from that of just another campus club, the current administration might consider less blatant attempts to affect the decision·making
process.

by Gil Bliss

Prop. 2 % Driving Teachers Elsewhere

Att~rgra,fly~tipn this sprin,gt~C
teachingmajoTs, like thousands
statewide, will consider moving out
of state, away from the creeping tentacles of Proposition 2%. Ever since
the passage of 2% on last
November's ballot, one has only to
read the daily papers to find out
about another town wrestling with
budget cuts. primarily in education.
.Here at asc, the former Bridge-water Teachers College, the issue is
very obviously on everyone's mind.
The teaching field in the Commonwealth had been glutted for
: some time, administrators agree.
But with Proposition 2%, which is
forcing some school districts to dismiss teachers on the basis of senior-

tty or subjects taught, ('ollege. don't have an accurate Hgure on
students who entertained the hope how many teachers will be fired, but
of finding ~ teaching job in the state 1 think it might be somewhere
are thinking twice.
.around 15%. These are strange
The president of the Massachu- times . . . I've never seen anything
setts Assn. of Colleges for Teacher like this before."
Education and Dean of Education at
Debbie Colt, a Medfield woman
Bridgewater State College is Ray G. who is a physical education major
Harper, who says he believes this here.at SSC, said she knows Propo·
year will be the "poorest placement sition 2% will affect her. "My sister
season since I've been in education and her husband have already been
- since 1954. In chatting with the cut from their jobs, they won't be
students, they seem to think that its able to go back next year. "
the rare person who will get a job Although Colt is studying. adapted
here."
phys. ed., which means she could
.He also said, "If I go to meetings
work in recreation programs at conand talk to teachers, who are getting
valescent homes or- hospitals, she
fired, the effects of Proposition 2Y:?
doubts she can find work in. Massai'lrp real. It's not sabre-rattling. I

chusetts. "A lot of people are going
into special education/' she said.
Colt said she might go to the West
Coast.
Some students, faced with a chaice of staying home or pursuing a
teaching career, have changed
majors. The Admissions office
reports that freshman. enrollments
are down for the fall semester.
Dean Harper, however, feels that
there is light at the end of the tunnel,
so to speak, in that the exodus of
15% of the teaching force this year,
coupled with the additional lopping
of 10 to 15% next year, will leave
Massachusetts with a teaching shor..
tage by the end of the dec-ade. He

$$$ Scholarships At

•

I

by Sue Asci
. Each year Bridgewater Stat~
College offers many scholarships in
recognition of student achievements in academic and campus
activities. Applications for the fol·
lowing scholarships are availnble at.
the SU Information Booth, the
Financial Aid Office, and the Office
of Student Services. All scholarship
applications must be completed
atcording to the specifics and
returned tq the appropriate sponsor
by April 3, .1981. The following is a
listing of those scholarships:
THE HENRY F~ WERNER
SCHOLARSHIP.
This $100.00 tuition scholarship is
given by the Bridgewater State Col·
lege Police Association, Inc., in
honor Qf Mr. Henry F. Werner,
former assistant to the President of
the College. This award recognizes
high scholastic achievement.
ALUMNI ASSOCIATION
SCHOLARSHIPS: The Bridgewater State College ~lumni Association is proud to announce that
scholarships and grants-in-aid totalling. $6,000.00 will be awcrded to
underg r ;;1('uatestudents at Alumni
Day in May: ~kholarships win vary
in amounts frc,lm $100.00 10 $250.00

each. Students with high academic
records and/or -financial need are
. particularly· encouraged to apply. In
addition. in accordance with fund
specifications
severi:'1 scholarships will be awarded to assist students sp'ecifkally planning a career
in Education. ONE of the scholar·
ships is The Class of 1920 Award
which will be given to a student who
has a relative· who is a Bridgewater
Alumnus. Studehts are encouraged
to apply as these scholarships are
open to undergraduates of' all
majors.
KAPPA DELTA PI
SCHOLARSHIP:
This scholarship is awarded to 'a
junior or senior with a major or
minor in Education, who is planning
to continue preparation for a career
in teaching either to a graduate pro:
gram or through specialized
training.
DELTA KAPPA GAl:-'1MA
SCHOLARSHIP:
Kappa Chapter of Delta I\?ppa.
Gamma InternatioOi;)I. a society of
women educators. is pleased to
announC'e that a sC'holarship in the'
amount of $250.00 will be awarded
011 Honors' Day to an undE'rclass·

woman student who is planning a
career in Education. Applicants
should show potential for distinctive
service in the field of Education as
well as earnestness qf purpose and
10Y?llty to responsibility.
OMEGA IOTA PHI
SCHOLARSHIP:
Sponsored by the Omega Iota Phi
Sorority of Bridgewater State College, this scholarship in the amount
of $200,00 -is presented to the most
deserving Protestant lmderclasswo·
man who has. maintained a high
degree
self-reliance and seriousness of purpose.
ELLEN M. SHEA SCHOLARSHIP:
. The ~lIen M. Shea Scholarship
Committee announces that a schoo
larship il.1 the amount of $1OG.Oo-will
be awarded· on Honors' Day in
honor of Dr. Ellen M. Shea. Dean of
Students Emerita. Members of the
Class of 198'} who arE? .planning to
pursue graduate study in Counseling, Guitiance, Student Personnel.
Psychology, Student Unio.n Man·'
aBE-ment, or related fields are invited
to make applications. The scholar·
ship monies. will" he aW<;lrded upon
actual matrTclllation in a graduate

of

proHr~m;

attnbutes this to the upcoming baby
boom, a fact born out by population figures showing that this boom
has already occurred, and the cbiJdren are already "in the pipeline."
This shortage has already reached
the sun belt, specifically Texas,
Georgia. Louisiana, and is expected
nationwide by the aforementioned
end of the decade. Dr. Harper realizes that there will not be jobs for the
next few graduating classes, but he
would not discourage freshmen
from continuing in the field of
education.
As the National Lampoon once
prognosticated, "There~s a great
-future in computer maintenance."

Bse $$ $

given of self on behalf of others in
DR. HENRY ROSEN
the College commun·ity.
SCHOLARSHIP:
FREDERICK A MEIER SECONThe Dr. Henry Rosen· Award,
sponsored by the Dr. Henry Roserr DARY EDUCATION AWARD:
This award is presented to an
Memorial Scholarship Fund, is presented annually to a graduating undergraduate student with a
senior of high academic· standing, secondary education minor who has
who is recog~nized for service ren- qemonstrated academic and per·
dered to the. College and who has sonal excellence in preparation for
demon-strated . high capability in teaching in a secondary school.
instructional media. The r~cipient is THE BUSINESS AND PROFESselected by the Instructional Media SlONAL WOMEN'S CLUB
faculty. Selection is based upon the AWARDS:
'The Business and Professi.onal
criteria of academic excellence, service, and professionalism which Women's Club of Cape Cod will be
awarding scholarships, the exact
were characteristic of Dr .. Rosen.
UNCOLN TRUST COMPANY amount yet undeter·mined, again
this year. Since one of the objecSCHOLARSHIP:
Bridgewater State' CC{lIege and . tives of the national federation is to
the Lincoln Trust Company are extend Opportunities to business
pleased to announce that a scholar- and . professional women through
ship in the amount of $500.00, spon. educatien, it is appropriate that this
sored bV the Lincoln Trust club annually sponsor scholarship
Company will be awarded at _awards to local women. The woman
Honorsl Day in May. This scholar- must be a Cape Cod resident. The
shipo award has been established to scholar-ship will be awarded on the
recognize an underclassman (fresh- basis of: character, seriousness of
man, sopho·more, junior) who has. purpose; and financial need. For
achieved an exemplary academic furth,er information on application
record, demonstrated a capacity for dea9line~ for this particular scholarleadership, participated in a variety ship, contact the Office of Student
of campus activities, and wi1lingly Services.

P(~ge
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to
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Campus

Editorial

To The Women
OfBSC
.
There's a place on campus that important because it offers a place
asks nothing of you but to take a where we can grow and learn more
little more time realizing what it's about ourselves as women. There
like to be the woman you are. The are alot of things we have to deal
Women's Center. like all student with when we reach adulthood that
organizations, depends on your we aren't always informed of as
support so that we can keep alive teens: very real things like rape. sex,
what women have fought for years pregnancy. birth control, venereal
disease, breast and uterine cancer,
to acheive.
When I came to B.S.C., I was lesbianism and something that may
thrilled to see we had a center for have only crossed your mind, men.
women on campus; but I soon At the center we have alot of reading
learned how little it was supported material available on all of these top·
and how much that support was ics, as well as a referral file listing all
needed. I took my work·study job professional services. During the
there and looked forward to getting semester we offer films, lectures.
involved with other women who discussion groups· all of which
realized the importance of such an reqUIre people with curiosity and
organization. There started out to ir)~_ere~t.
Being women of the 1980's we are
be some real interest and a pretty
good turnout for the first meeting; fortunate enough to enjoy the satisbut I was soon disappointed as I faction of having our questions ans·
watched the center become more wered. We don't have to work to
and more limited to a handful of stu· find the answers, we don;t have to
dents who cared. Maybe the center sneak "dirty" books' to learn, we
didn't offer enough to entertain or don't have to lie about our interest,
maybe some people threatened by we don't have to deny that we like
our cause have threatened those sex, we don't have to fight to get all
who may have been interested but the freedom we have to be women,
got scared by rumors and labels. to be active people in an active
Their opinions are due to a lack of world. We don't have to fight
understanding, 1 hope thIS leIter because all the fighting has been
.m~~enlighten them.
done for us. VJomen who never had
The survival of our cpnter is so

a chance to know how good education feels, who never left their
homes without a baby in their arms.
or who suffered through a rape and
were too afraid to tell a soul; women
who became pregnant before mar·
riage and became social outcasts,
women whose thoughts and feelings
were believed to be without value
finally came out and fought and
struggled to give us the world we
have. We owe it to them to keep
struggling. to keep alive the ideals
that were not reached in their life·
times, and to keep reaching for the
ideals we've yet to hold. We owe it to
all the women who~will be coming to
B.S.C. in the future" alittle unin·
formed and looking for answers··
these students will be glad to learn
that B.S.C. has a Women's Center.
The Center will be working on
distributing a publication of prose,
poetry. photographs, etc .. for the
month of April; your suggestions or
offerings are most welcome. Our
meetings are held on Thursdays at
11:00. down the hall near the Raths·
kellar in Cubicle 3 on the left. Please
join us for the next one and get
involved!!
Danielle Hickney
Action Center for Women

To· President Rondileau
. This is a letter to president Adrian this may sound' like a criticism of
Rondileau. lam a sophomore and J you,Mr. Presid~nt, lam in no way
have yet to have see you, Mr. Presi· undermining .your position and
dent. The vast majority of people I truthfully I do not know all it entails
know have never seen you. The only in being President. Alii am trying to
time other students and myself have say' is that it would be nice to see you
ever seen you was at your walking around campus once in a
speech during ortent-ation. I realize while or eating in the cafeteria,just
that the President of a college has . to see what goes oii around here
many responsibilities· and spends a during the day. It is true that you
great deal of time fufilling his com· ~Iike the President of our country)
mitments to the college. Though

should keep a formal profile in coin·
:idence with position as was partly
shown in the people's rejection of a
'home town down to earth" Jimmy
Carter, but I feel some physical con. tact with the stude'nt is necessary
n executive·student relations. I
10pe that you take tbis editorial in
~he correct frame of understanding .
Respectfully,
David Garufi

Letters to the Editor
, Dear Editor:
We attended the Three Stooges
Film Festival on February 27, 1981.
This event was sponsored by the
Senior Class, and was open to stu·
dents of all ages. Tn the past, con·
cern has been expressed by
members of the"under 20" crowd
that there are few events into which
they are allowed~ If the behavior
displayed at the film festival was
indicative of their behavior at open
Dear Editor:
In recent weeks there has been a.
notable if misdirected outpouring of
protest by Quad 8 loyalists who are
convinced that George Blanda fell
from his goalpost and Scrambled his
brains prior to penning a letter
which criticized these sporting life
profs. Nonsense! George is to be·
congratulated and the Comment
staff praised for a courageous dedsian to publish this missive despite a
threatened libel suit There· are.a
number of management people on
this campus whogot quite a kick out
of what amounts to the second
attempt to heap ridicule upon these,
miscreants·:.
The Blanda letter also jarred my
memory, and I enjoyed total recall
about how these trespassers were
once told to ;~ake their ball and go
home. En<: ugh time has passed to
heal old wounds, and so readers.
might enjoy a revealing insight into
behind·the-scenes' strategy, operatiopn. s

events, it is no wonder the>,.are
rarely included. Those of us who
went without being intoxicated;' and
with intentions of enjoying the. snew
were thoroughly disappointed.A~ it
the -unceasing yelling and rowdines·s
were not enough, some reople
chose to add both cigarette and
marijuana smoke to the confusion.
We feel the only way underclas~men

can expect to be included in more
campus events is if they can prove
themselves to be mature enough to
be invited. We sincerely hope the
guilty persons will learn to have
some q:msideration for others in '
attendance at social gatherings.
Disgusted,
T,R., S.B~, J.B., R.P.
Classes of 81,82

intercede and order faculty
members to desist from their touch
football antics was based upon
somber discussions which projected the negative consequences of
inaction. We, .prominent upper·
echelon administrators, did at nd.
time react impulsively despite provo
ocation. Instead we engaged in
thougtfu] dialo.gue as we lingered
together' in the pre· renovated
Boyden Hall basement-level wash·
room located diagonally across
Mr. Walsh's lavish and tastefully
appointed office, as was our habit
when momentous decisions needed
to be made. According to my best
recollection, our conversation cen·
. teredon the clear and present
danger posed by these caVorting
exhibitionists. While acknowledging
to ourselves that undergraduates
had previously enjoyed unmolested
opportunities to romp across the
Quad~ it was. nevertheless ourl

represented unprofessional behav·
jar. This activity was an obvious
ploy intended to undermine our pro·
gram of. defined roles with-in the
B.S.C." community." It was easy to
project long~term repemussions.
Allow these faculty members to per·
sist in their quest to be accessible,
aJ1d would the day not arrive when
the administrative leadership would
feel obligated to suffer an annual
whirlwind tour through campws for
purposes of veri:fying. their
existence?
Thus the decision to mete out
swift justice to these malcontents.
Their invidious attack on hoary tra·
dition could not be overlooked.
Familiarity would have bred can·
tempt, and there would have been a
denial of administrative. authoritar·
ianism. Subsequent inane Quad 8
activities, ranging from bake sales to
madrigaHeast buffoonery, demon·
strate that even sterner measures

~5:e,~!,~~.,,"~g~~~;t.~."Q.'ri~a.,~~~," ... ~f1aB!w.gN~"'?he\~vm~!::t.:J~~~t"~.:f.'W~~""..•.~,OU•.ld.h. Ci~.~ . been.,insor.dr·

Th.· t

;s,onlef~l);~B~~~~t~tt~~~tfj~~:"'\~~~felS~JJ~'~~:~1~~~'~r~ffi~~hI,;~;I;'(j,;,> ::·,,;(.r, ;~,:~:.: .~.ha., ?,!,,; .\ • r,~~

You don't hear many discusslons around campus these days about EI
Salvador. At least I don't hear many of them, jf they do occur. It's about
time that students woke up to the fact that this issue involves them.
That's right, you were skipping this section to get to the personals,
nothing could be more personal than this. Back in the early 60's Ameri·
can military advisors were sent, in small numbprs at first, to instruct the
poorly trained troops of a rightest dictator to help that country fight off
the wolves of communlsm howling at their door. Terms like "domino
theory" and the like were commonplace at cocktail parties. Does this all
sound familiar? Well. if ought to. There are many professors right on this
campus who could tell you ~hat it was like to be on a college campus in .
the 60's. At first there were student deferrments.if you could get one,
and they weren't easy. If you were.one of the unlucky, you hadachoice.
Do I go to fight in some far off place for my country. or dodge the
draft. Many chose the latter and were off to Canada. but look what a time
they had getting back. Start thinking.
Rathskellar enthusiasts, game
room addicts. music lounge addicts. dorm partiers. you will be the first to
gO, not the U.S. Senate or Ronald Reagan's cabinet, or even Chip
Carter.
The old nightmares crop up again. student unrest, warlike falk amongest the leaders, we've already had anti· draft demonstration! The advisors
sent to Vietnam said that they got involved in the conflict because people
started shooting at them. From there. it was at one ppint 500,000
American soldiers sloshing through the rice paddies. Not all of them
came back. What do you think our advisors in EI Salvador are going to do
when they are shot at.
GWB

all

Commentary
by Barbara GJaubpl"!
Mothers and Fathers of the world - I challenge you to start college
when your children are grown. I challenge you to sit in the middle of a
Freshman Orientation sUrJounded by a multitude of barely post pubes·
cent hopefuls.
The experience is akin to that of arranging your first root canal, or
seeing your baby graduate from high school. It is one of life's more
humbling experiences.
These youngsters who up until today faced nothing more serious than
a driving test or a fresh zit on prom night, are now starting a new phase to
their lives. The decisions made now may affect them for the rest of their
lives.
One can only look around, and refuse the temptation to say, "What
am I doing here?", or, UOh Lord, why didn't I do this 20 years ago?" Well,
it's too late to back out now. the commitment has been made, and I know
I can do it!
Now that the fear is out of my heart (well almost) I have begun to notice
that there are alot of gray haired students at Bridgewater. Our minority
is growing daily at all the colleg~s across the country. Mehand-Women'
alikeha\ie decided 'thatthe ~tiine' is~ DOIAi:: Echkatiofi is"a: free and equal
opportunity to Be shared by all people, regardless of age. , ..'
_
Parents, there is something going on that is alot more interesting than
the rising cost of bread and milk. Rearrange your working hours, or giOe
up "Search for Tomorrow" and go back to schooL
The stimulation to your intelligence is worth the work, and besides ...
it's fun.
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Stock Market Sense

Announcements
ROOMS AVAILABLE
Rooms available for Summer of 81. Five minute walk to campus and
center. If you have any questions or interest please call697 -2367. Ask for
Patty or Sue_ Preferably fe!'l1ales.
.
CAREER INFORMATION
The Foreign and Domestic Te.?chers Organization needs teacher applicants in all fields from Kindergarten through College to fill over five
hundred teaching vacancies both at home and abroad.
Since 1968, the organization has been finding vacancies and locating
teachers .both infQreign cO\lntriesand in all fifty states. They possess
hundresis, of current openings and have all the information as to scholarships.,grants? .and fellowships.,
The principle problem with first year teachers is where ta find the jobs!
The information and brochure is free and comes at an opportune time
when there are more teachers than teaching positions.
Should you wish additional informatrion about the organization, you
may write the Portland Oregon Better Business Bureau or the National
Teacher's Placement Agency, Universal Teachers, Box 5'231, Portland,
Oregon 97208.
CHECK CASHING AT SU
Due to the increase in bad checks, check cashing during the week will be
terminated. New check cashing hours will be on Saturday and Sunday
only, from 9·6pm. These hours become effective March 21, after spring
break.
We encourage you to open accounts with local banks.
HANOI PERSONS CLINIC
The Friends of the Bridgewater Public Library will present Handi Persons Clinic on March 10, Thursday at 7:30 pm at the Bridgewater Public
Library. John Stewart and Jim Benson of. Grossmans will bring their
tools and answer questions. Free admission. Seating limited. Free
te'frei5hrrYehg~' ,,' .'-'.' ,.,..... _ ..
FREE LEGAL ADVICE
Free legal advice sponsor-edby the SGA offered every Tuesday from
9am to 12pm;a'nd Wednesday from 1pm to 4pm in the third floor Council
Chambers of the Student Union, Building
ATTENTION GERMAN STUDENTS
You are invited to Massachusetts' first German Student Convention.
The date is Saturday, March 14, from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m. at Winchester High
SchooL Seminars are varied and include talks on Nazism (in English and
German); German folk dancing ano songs; German tests at"allievels;
and the well-known German film, Nosferatu_ Bring your own lunch, or
buy one there. For more info. contact Prof. Reordan, Language Dept.,
Tilly 323_
ATTENTION!
PE496: Come to a water carnival and. B-Water Champs! March 26,
1981-·12:00--\n the pool
:, ,,,VOLUNTEERSNEEDED AT BOYS CLUB
We need instructors, teachers, coaches and trainers Tai..mton Boys
Club for our programs in Water Polo, indoor soccer, boxing; weight
training, and others. Good opportunity to gain experience with children
and teenagers. Contact Tom Arrighi at 824-4341 or 697-4633.

at

.V, AI:J •.FOR SALE
1977 Ford Van E100 standard, (? Cylinder, low mileage, AM-FM radiocassette, carpeting, extended body, push out windows, roof vent, clean.
$3500826-5676.
.
v

by Lou Ricciardi

If asked to describe the stock cern, but it is also possible fbr'stocks
market in the simplest of terms, one in a certain industry to react in a
could say it is a "news barometer" trend totally seperate from the rest
that generally reflects the present of the market. In 1980, the small,
economic, political, and world situa- personal computer industry far outtions fairly accurately. Recent paced the rest of the market, with
market swings can be attributed to the stocks of Apple Computer,
various news items, of which the Commodore lnt'!. Prime Computer,
taking and subsequent release of Tandy, and Wang Labs, being
the American hostages, the Reagan among Wall Street's star perelection, inflation hopes (and fears!), formers for the year. Also on the
and the rise in corporate profits are upside were the oil and oil· drilling
all pertinent examples. Basically, stocks, like Exxon. Global-Marine,
the stock market is a market of reac- 'and Standard Oil of Indiana
tion. It concerns itself with the same (Amoco.), But, to keep things in their
matters that are of great concern to proper perspectives, it must also'be
the individual American worker who noted that there were industries
.is trying desperately to' make ends that far outpaced the market on the
meet. At the current prime interest downside as well. Perhaps the
rate of 18.5% (the amount banks industry hit hardest of all was the
charge their best corporate custo- building and construction industry,
mers), the prospects of buying a a direct result of soaring interest
home are rather slim for many peo- rates, Stocks such as Champion
pIe {consider that a $30,000 mort- Home Builders, Ryan Homes, and
gage borrowed at 15% for 30 years U.S. Homesexperienceda~ear,that
will cost the borrower $135,000.00 in saw their stocks lose over half their
interest alone.} The market realizes market value.
that a high interest rate discourages
Thus, in.stead ,of ,trying to guess
consumer buying at all levels, and the seneral pattetn of the overall
consequently moves downward at market, one would do best to try
news of an interest rate increase and and decide which industries will be
upward on hopes of a rate decrease. the stellar perforn:'ers of 1981. The
The stock market, while perhaps easiest way of deciding on aniridus"simple" in terms of general descrip-. fry is to keep up to date on news of
tion, is indeed a very complex sys- major importance to the business
tem. True, stocks do react and to consumers. Of course, what
collectively to news of a general con- is of importance to one may not be

to another. So, the bottom line is
that one must take an educated"
chance on an idea which he or: she
really believes in. If you decide to
buy the stock of a company in a
particular industry, buy it because
you really like the company and
want to own its stock.
After sifting through scores of
annual reports, and studying
numerous market trends, the fol·
lowing industries are recommended
by this writer: the oil drilling! oil ser·
vice stocks, the personal computer
stocks, and robotics stocks. Each of
these industries is currently enjoying 20·30% annual increases in earnings and sales that should continue
at least through the next 3-5 yrs.
Each is an industry whose increase
in demand is virtually dictated by the
course and direction of our econotny and society. And, each industry is one that demands continued
technological creativity to keep its
product/service the most efficient,
thus the competition is keen and the
prospects for growth greatly
enhanced.
In the following issue, this column
will explore eac h of the recommended industries in depth, detailing each industry as a "whole, its
current and future prospects, and
those companies best situated for.
above average performance at tht'
present time,
H
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SGA' Election Results
ASSISTANT TREASURER

PRESIDENT

Nancy Silva-4
Dave Robinson-3

William G. Mullen III-403
Michael Hale-6

SENATOR AT LARGE

FIRST VICE-PRESIDENT

John O'Neil-74
Julie Deary·II
YEARBOOK EDITOR

John Dalrymple-276
Mary Noonan-236
SECOND·VICE·PRESIDENT
William Brassil-371
Laura Innis-4

Jonh;Sfrachah~22

Bob McKinnon-5

ASSIST ANT YEARBOOK EDITOR

SECRETAHY

Sue Goodwin-17
Kevin Richardson-3
Gerald Buigholi-3

MaryAnn Imbaro-402
K~vin Richardson-2

LOST RING
Diamond engagement ring-Reward-Call Anne 583-5266 after 3:00 pm
ALUMNI ASSOCIATION UNDERGRADUATE SCHOLARSHIPS
AVAILABLE! !
Applications are currently availQble in the Office of Student Services,
Financial Aid Office, and the Student Union Information Booth for the
,1981 Alumni Association Scholarships. Over $8,000.00 will be awarded
to undergrad\-late recipients at Alumni Day in May.
While .much ·6f the money will be awarded to student applicants on the
basis of high academic scholarship or financial need, some special cat~·
gory scholarships are included. In particular, several will be given to
students preparing for careers in Education and Library Science. Monies
donated by the Class of 1926 will be given to a student who has a relative
who graduated from Bridgewater.
Scholarships awarded will generally range between $300.00 and $500.00
each. To apply you must sybmit with the application form one official
transcript and a letter of recommendation from a member of the faculty_
The application deadline is April 3, 1981.

Appearing Friday, March,6th

"ROOMFUL

QUAD 8 SCHOLARSHIP
The Quad 8 scholarship is awarded to a purposive(sic.) Bridgewater
State College undergrad whose personal qualities and \accomplish·
ments, academic and extracurricular, best reflect the following

Rock'n Jazz & Blues

attribute~.

1)competitiveness
/2)good humor
3)piofessional performance
. , Recipients of the Award will be selected for having contributed to the
, improvement·ofcampus life in ways infrequentlyrecogn\zecfhe amount
of the award is $150.00 and the application procedure wilfbe as foll<?ws.
Applicationinfo for the Quad 8Scho\arship will be printed in two
consecutive issues of the Comment. Undergraduate students may nominate themselves or another and submit applications to Professor William
L~in by 3 April, 1981. Every nomination must include a transcript anda
statement of no less than 150 words which explains how the nominee
fulfills the Awards criteria, particularly in regard to the improvement of
campus Iif\? Finalists for the Award may be. requested to appear for an
iDterview.~Professor Levin's office is in. the Dept, of Sociology.
DON'T FORGET!
Fourth quarter courses begin on March 23rd. immediately aft~r the,
Spring semester break. A reminder for student registered in sections IB
through 9B in Library Introdudion (LI 102).
'

I

SALE'
Danish style couch, 7Y2 feet long, with removable seat and back
. cushions. Used but in decent condition. $20.00. Call 584·1051 after 4:30
~m.

.

Page;j

,

Don't Miss 'Em

omlng Friday,

arch 20th
"DidiStewart and

the Amplifiers"
with
"The Steve Goddard Band"

COMING'
"John Lincoln Wright and
theSourtnash·,Revue"·, .

"The Stomp~rs"
, "Private Lightning"
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Lota Introduced
To,.Campus
by G~lina Gittens
Fraternities have been around for years. In the past, fraternities and
their certain codes of acceptance have been a controversial isue. Bridgewater State College now has three such organizations as these, Alpha
Upsilon sorority and fraternity, and Phi Pi Delta, a coed fraternity. Until
this year, these have been the only such groups but now another
fraternity has been formed. It's name is Lota Pi Theta and it is a Black
Fratemity. Lota is a nation-wide organization with fraternities at BU. Be,
Northeastern, Western New ,England, and other state colleges and
universities. The major heart of Lota is located at Salem State College.
Bryant Thudgill, the "Dean of Pledges" at Bridgewater State had pledged
at Salem State two years ago in 1979. When asked what Lota's future
goals were for Bridgewater, Bryant mentioned the plan of a few funds
and scholarships for Black students who are interested in continuing
their education after high schooL Lota might also make an alignment
with Bridgewater's Afro-Am Club. Bryant also feels that the Lota F raternity may encourage other Black students to come to Bridgewater. He
explains that the pledges have three hours a night;five days a week, for
compulsory study periods. The "Pledges" feel a sense of unity and they
believe that the Fraternity will help with their academic and social needs.
To keep this Fraternity going the club seeks Freshman pledges. The
idea of a Black Fraternity is new and beneficial for our campus. The
Lota's feel that it could create a fresh cultural awareness at BSC.

Announcements
ATTENTION! OR ELSE! PE462:
Test your skill on our obstacle course. Meet us in the small gym at the
. stroke of noon on March 31.
.
CANDIDE OU L'OPTIMISME
On Tuesday,March 31st, the French Theatre in America will present
Voltaire's classic tale, "Candide ou L'Optimisme" in the Robert J. Nagle
Auditorium ?It B.M.e. Durfee High School of Fall River, Massachusetts.
Director Bernard Uzan has set the scene for ~his original dramatic
performance by using a background of African and classical music
combined with visually dynamic slides.
Tickets for both the 9:00 A.M. and 7:00 P.M. performances may be·
obtained by contacting Mrs. Martha Whalon, 240 Hig~land Avenue, Fall
River, Mass., 02720. (Tel. 678-1800).
Admission is $1.00 for students and $2.00 for the general public.
Library Introduction Courses
Meeting times an:dplaces are:

Section

1B
2B

38
48
5B

6B

7B
8B
9B

pay
Mon.
Mon.
Mon.
Wed.
Wed.
Thu.
Thu.
Fri.
. Fri.

Time
12:0(}" - 12:50
1:00 - 1:50
2:00 - 2:50
12:00 - 12:50
1:00 - 1:50
12:00 - 12:50
1:25 ·2:15
' 12:00 -'12:50
1:00 - 1:50 .

Instructor
Dinne~p

Dinneen
Oaklely
Dinneen
Dinneen
Oakley
Oakley
Dinneen
Dinneen

Room

"[210 .
L210
L210
L210
1210
L213
L213
1210
L210

*Originally scheduled for 1:00- 1:50
Please consult' the schedule you r.e~eived at the -.beginning of the
semester.
Failure to attend ciasses without formally dropping the coUrse wil! result
.in ap E grade on the student's transcript,
. . ".

APP~ICATIONS NOW AVAILABLE FOR PROGRAM COMMlrtEE'
AND BOABD OF GOVE;RNOR

Applications are now available in the info booth for the 1981·82 Program.:.,
Committee and Board of Govenors. AU interested students shouldoick"
up their, applicatic:iI)s ~ow.'
I

.

by Tom Gregg
26 FEB. 1981: "If you believe the is the problem. Mullen says that
doctors, nothing is wholesome; if apathy is the problem. He did agree
you believe the theolOgians, nothing with O'Neil's suggestion that the
is inno-cent; if you believe the soldi- S.G.A. should try to improve its
ers, nothing is secure," accord-ing record in the area of public relations
to Lord Salisbury. If you believe the by making sure that the student
President of the S.G.A. things are body knows what's going on. But he
so-so-·not really bad and not really insisted that there was a limit, given
good, just kind of in the middle.
the massive lack of interest on camI talked with Bill Mullin after the pus, to what could be accomplished.
most recent (24 February) meeting 'We have open meet-ings. '" he said.
of the S. G.A. Last week, as readers
Anyone can come,' anyone can
may recall, this column zeroed in on speak. But how many people show
outsider Jack O'N eil, who had some up?"
rather unkind things to say about
I had to agree with him on that-.
Bridgewater's Student Govern- The only students who attended the
ment. Bill Mullen has a somewhat 24 February meeting were members
different point of view.
of the Political Science Club and the
He told me, when I asked him Early Childhood Development
about the S.G.A:s major problem, Association seeking funds for prothat student lack of interest is the jects. Mullen also reminded me, in a
major culprit. "In the non-binding dig at the Fourth Estate, that the
referendum on the increase to the "Commentfl had not been covering
S.G.A. fee,<' he pointed out, "only the S.G.A. on a regular basis. (Well,
150 students voted. Because of this he asked for it. The "Comment"
apathy the S.G.A. felt justifIed in its now plans to offer weekly news' and
aCtion to raise the fee. Such a small comment-ary relating to the S.G.A.
turnout really doesn't justify the So there.)
claim, made by Jack O'Neil, that the
We also talked about the $400.001
fee increase was voted down by by a letter-writing campaign that had
substantial majority of the student been proposed at the 17 February
body./I
S.G.A. meeting, and which was
This was the opening gunol the reported in this cO\4mn last week.
S.G.A. counterattack.
It soon 'Ja~k O'Neil had cited this as a gross
became clear that the President and e>N1mple of S.G.A. highthe outsider are miles apart on the handedness.
The Presi-dent
basic issues relating to the S.G.A.
responded by saying that, in the first
,O'Neil ~ays that lack of information place, he consi-dered such action
H

both proper and in the interests of·
the student body. "I think we have
an obligation to deal with such
issues." He added that the sum of
$400.00 had come up during the
debate on the motion, and had not
been formally proposed in the
motion. "In fact, I was thinking of
the bulk mail rate for this project.
My ownestima~e is that the cost
would bE!•. \qeU" urider$sO.60. He
lifted the$400:00:''otl.t of conteXt."
The election snafu involving Jack
O'Neil also came up for discussion.
Mune"nadmitted that the S.G.A. had
dropped the ball and told me, in
effect, that to err is human and that
everyone makes mistakes. "I have
already taken full respon-sibilityfor
that unfortunate mis~ake," he said.
There you have it. The battle
lines are drawn. Jack O'Neil, having
finally won his Senate seat in a
properly-conducted election, is
about to join the S.G.A. on behalf of
the vast silent majority of students
who pay the fees--as he has claimed
during tre two elections. President
Bill Mullen and the rest of the establishment are going to have to deal
with a new member--a Senator who
gained election by saying that "I'm
running against the S.G.A.'"
(NEXT: Acasestudy. Whatever
became of Bridgewater's delegation
to the Model U.N.? Find out after
!he Spring break.
The S.G.A
giveth, and the S.G.A. taketh awclY.)

'l

Commentary
by Danny Hall
Proposition 2~ has .hit harer in fact that a iot of calls are put on that the students have once again,
Massachusetts. Budget cuts as well Watts lines, which are no charge, taken the shaft.
AI\O~ation of money seems also to
:;\s emoloyee layoffs have affected all and also direct lines to other
phases of life arouiidMassadlusetts colleges, which are also nO charge, a be a big problem for the SGA. Did
large number of calls are not you. know that when a club or
The biggest cuts have come iT
Human Services. Policemen and recorded. Supposedly, most organizatron goes. away for a
firemen have heard the wrath of bu.siness is aone with local colleges. conferenc:~~, th~ sqf\ ,~iU i ;9..t)J¥pay I'" . ;; ..
citizen tax. uproar .. Recreation Wtth th~~ factQrsj"wol\leQ.;iQne~an'·~lit9!. tr<msg9.~~RtjRQ.jh\H\,~e,\\fu~ht~.J I) db
departments as well as education see howoutregeous the phone senator,or- official- 9ges.tor a,.
facilities have been cut as much as privileges are in the SGA. The conference, he .'IS" given"inoney kJr'l
60%. This affects a huge part of the, phone bill for November reached room, board, _and transpoitatio\1.
well over 100 dollars. Let's take into Not only fo they have trouble
pbpulation here at Bridgewater.
But with aU these budget cuts account Thanksgiving vacation and allocati.n~ monies, but is seems that
. going on, there is one group on . the use of Watts lines arid direct during 110mecoming they had a
campus that has neglected to realize lines. There'isnoreason'for'aphone problem holding on to it.
the economic peril we are in_ The bill to reach over 100 doJlars, and Mysteriously, 273 dollars was
association has consistently abused since November it has skyrocketed. missing from the revenues that
Another puzzling. question has Homec0ming brought in and no one
the power they have been given by
the student body. The group is our arisen in the financial area of the seems to know where it has gone,
own Student' Government SGA. This has to do with the though there have been suspicions.
B.E.~T. energy project. This
rm'really impressed. that there are
Association.
Have you ever. wondered where project was a joint' effort between a lot 'of students out there that' are
the money goes that you give to the Bm Mullen, SGA President, arid the' intereste<:i in where their money is
S.G.A. every year? Well, recently a town of Bridgewater to try to help spent and have brought these
number of students have asked this solve some of Bridgewater's energy problems. tOrl}Y ,attentio1:1" - IF '. i~
question. 1 felt it was time to .reveal problems. TheSGA agreed to. go. ironic,,' j·sn?t·-if". thar"the'BGArilias.
along with 'Mr. Mullen on anCin~ for.cedtnanYduBsahaJdigal!!izafio-ris ,".'
som~ of the major' financial
monetary 'basis~ This means rio: " t()!ak~a"oU(fg~rcutwK~tFH\~~V~ari'f: !' "
descrepancies in the·S.G.A.
One of the less major problems monies, services, or supplies wbuld . even handlEHh~ir'o'whfiriances.
Proposition 2:/:! has effected all of
theS.G.A. has yet to solVe is,that of . 5e appropriated for this course, only
their phone priveleges: Only seven support./But where is the line of ·us in one way or another. Itis time
" people are on the'~ S.G.A'PDqne non-monetary involvement drawn? for our own SGA to realize this.
privelege list. Only seven have the It is my opinion that in this case, it Instead pf trying to pass a Student
rjght to caU off campus. S()urce~ say was drawn a,little too thin. The US Government fee hike (which lost in
that a good majority of those c'alls government . granted this project the Student Referendl.i:m) they •..
are apparently aU personal and have money to()perat~ .. But was t~eSGA' shouH look at their own neglectful
npthing to do with student business. reimbur~ed fort1w alleged use ofthe spending and stop trying to put the
The operators at tJ)(:"! college are als'o copY' machine. SGA mailing burden. on. the· stl,1dents. The SGA
privileges, or.phone use out of this' needs either a financial advisor .or·
aware of this problem.
solve
That leaves avery small margin of grant'-(l)r did ',the SGA have to use stricter monetary control
.
their ftinds which the students so their proMems.
th~ phone bill w~ich is actually used
[gr V'ysi!1~ss call~ W.h~~~o.\:.t addJ~. graciously give them? It seems to me
I
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.WE ~"OWED ~OU THE WAY IT WAS! NOW, HERE'S HOW IT SHOULl> HAVE BEEN •••.
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Entertainment

What is strZinge, however, is that
there have never been awards for
really Hdumb" things. Some dumb
things nave received awards, but
there has never been any credit
given to the mediocre. That is, until
now. It is my pleasure to present to
you "The First Annual Dummy
Awards" given to the persons or
"',
.
hings that, beyond a shadow of a
loubt, are really "dumb. Each
K)minee in each category was
ielected by the special nominating
committee (me), and the final selecOJoewanace
In this world of ours, we love to tions were made after several
congratulate those of us who are seconds of severe scrutiny. Here
successful; thus, what was before a are the winners: (the envelopes,
smalJ tribute has suddenTy become a please)
major enterprise, and major awards
can make' or break a performer-- Dumbest TV Show-- This was a
whether he deserves the award or tough one to pick, especially since
not. There are awards for every- most T,V. nowadays is "dumb."
thing. The biggies are: the "Oscars" After carefully weighing the choices,
(motion pictures), "'Tony" (Stage), there was nothing left to do but call
"Em my" (tele-vision) and "Grammy" this one a three way tie. "Charlie's
(music). _
Angels" is so far-fetched it's not
But don't think that's all; these even funny, as every week they pose
became so successful that they as professional somethings. With all
began making serials,· and nearly those brains, looks, and talents, why
half the weeks of the year there is should they be detectives for a guy
one" a\k(ard. ,show., The "Oscars" they can't even see? It doesn't wash.
branched off into the "L.A. Critics Not only that, their flimsy outfits are
Award," the Emmy was followed by not only degrading to women, but
the "Cleo," an award for commer- outright torture to men who watch
cials, and the "Grammy" shot off in them every week. The other two
all directions.
There are now winners have to be "Dukes of Hazawards for every kind of music imag- zard" and "Enos"-both at which are
inable. Just a few of them are the geared to the mentalities of new-"American Music Awards," the born hamstlds.'Dumbes,t movie..
"Country Music Awards," and "The "Airplane" is the clear winner here.
The plot is a borrowed pile of gibberRock Music Awards." -.
There is an award for nearly ever- ish, and there isn't a joke in it that
ything, whi<~h ,was the main idea doesn't deserve social security
behind the "Golden Globe Awards," checks. Even though'it is probably
d goulash mixture of all of the above
t~e "dumbest" movie of the decade,
awards. All thos~ awards were it is still funny for the same reason.
either'::ilJ~\le1'lted,f6r' recognition;, or . Dun:best Athlete·-Wrestler Bruno
asa ch.san. '8~fOJ;.". .~
. '· W
. &.I~Pjr~tR·dtMS'~I~.I~"j~ar.)wn1,,;;.w~91!wa~:;~.~,(;W;ir.t.9. c9p1~,
and loo~ l}lc.erot',a camera~' Wha-ment chi""fe1low wresHer(of Japa-'
tever 'the""ieasons, "Awards shows nese descent) Tor Kamata, "He's a
are a big part of American culture, big Jap."ReaUy dumb, Bruno. "
almost the inspiring force behind
Dumbest Commercial-- The
many great successes.

The
Dumb

Awards

N

Boogie With
Roomful of Blues
by Joe McDonald
Twelve years ago, Roomful of
This blues/swingljazz/R&B/Bop
Blues was formed. 9Y guitarist/vo~ band cooks. Simple as that - they
calistI?uke,:R9bjn~r4~;:ToJTIot;t:oW _,cook. Robillard left the group in
night, t~~,a~Q~t?j w~\li t~ki'!J.l)~\s:tarua q( 1979 to "join. Rob~rt "Gordon. The
the Ea&tari~9~wat~r ,Commercial. ..band is ma4e up of 10 year veterans
Club. it'll have thetown':da"n'cil1' in ,Greg Piocolo (vooal~ and tenor.sax),
the streets.
" ".
"
AI- Copley (piano), John Ros~i

Folgers' Coffee Commercial, with
Mrs_ Olsen. This commercial
grossly insults viewer intelligence by
suggesting that Folgers' is special
because it is "mountain groWn". AU
coffee is. mountain grown! Not only
that, wouldn"t you be suspicious of
an old lady with an accent who carries around, and hands out freely,
entire cans of coffee? Come on.

•

by Joe McDonald

New Hope for W.O.W. and Co.

yw

When I say that the Plasmatics are hot, I'm not just feeding
a line. I
mean it! Recently, the band's lead singer, Wendy Orleans Williams made
an appearance at a Los Angeles record store to autograph copies of the
groups' new album. She began describing the kind of male organ she
liked when a young man jumped up on the table she was sitting on.
Apparently she coaxed the man into removing his pants and then
shouted "Pull your shorts off . . . I want to see the whole th.ing."
According to a sales clerk from the record store (Licorice Records on
Sunset Strip), he did and then she" pulled up her top and started playing
with herself."
That night, the group got their first national TV exposure (so to speak)
by Louise R. Burke
on ABC'S Fridays. Since the group is known for doing some outlandish
In 1962, the East Bridgewater things (such as destroying television sets, destroying new Cadillacs,
Commercial Club was granted a
chainsawing guitars and other rude things), the network laid down some
liquor license, by the Alcoholic
rules. It was okay{o destroy-Hie TV's, but a Cadillac was definately out
Beverage Commission, ~s a club.
She could use the sledgehammer, but its' use as a dillio was axed. They
This allowed club members
didn't object to her chainsawing guitars or even machine gunning the
associate members, and thei;
lights on stage, but she had to wear a costume (Le. no see-through body
guests to attend functions in the
suits, no electrical tape over the nipples, and no whipped cream on the
area known as the upstairs hall.
upper-frontals) .
Public entertainment, for a fee, has
Two nights later, a clash between the group and Milwaukee police left
been held in the upstairs hall with no
Wendy and manager Rod Swenson in the hospital. Both were charged
problems until recently, when the
with resisting arrest and "battery of a police officer." The latter is
local A.B.C. official complained to
considered to be a felony. According to a r~cent article in RollingStone,
the club. He then cited the club (as vice squad plainclothesmen attempted to make an obscenity bust. As
well as another local club) for WilIiqms was heading to the police van, she was "grabbed in a sexually
allowing non-members to attend
abusive way by an ofticer:'She slapped him and was allegedlY'tl1Town to
these functions.
the ground and beaten. According to Swenson; "One guy was grabbing
The East Bridgewater Commerciher throat and smashing her face to the ice. When she began screaming,
al. Club now gives those wishing to
another said 'Shut up or we'll kill you' and kicked her repei:)tedly in the
attend dances, etc. held in this hall
face." Vice Squad Captain Lawrence Murray said thatiheJ07-lb. Willithe opportunity to become
ams injured five officers.
association members. For $1.00
After having a wound over her eye stiched up, Williams and Swenson
(one dollar) you can be an associate
spent the night in jail as did bassist Jean Beauvoir (charged with disormemberfor one year, and can get in
derly conduct and resisting arrest). All were released after paying a bail
to see the great bands-that appear
fee of $2,000 per person. The next night, Williams collapsed onstage in
there. Ticket prices for events are
Cleveland. Doctors have speculated that she could have developed a
over and above this price;
blood clot resulting from the beatings. The band was then slapped with a
:" Watchlhe Gomment for: mor.e, , misdemeanor for "pandering obscenity" in Cleveland.
news about upcoming events and
special attractions at the EBCe!
~art 2 of New Hope for w.o. W. and «;0. will appear in the first
Issue of the Comment after spring break. Look for it.
Grateful Dead Ticketsl Call 2386481 between 5-6, ask for Jim
Dumbest Celebrity ..John Travolta,
whose LQ_ doubled, plus a quarter,
would buy you a coffee in the commuter cafeteria.

East Bridgewater
Commercial Club

"(drums), and Doug james ('Igro_ $Or Longhair, George Benson, The Mama is searching for a label. As
wling" baritone sax); along with 2 Kjnks, Edgar and Johnny Winter soon as one is found (shouldn't be
year" men, Porkey Cohen (trom- . and Southside Johnny. If you too hard to find a willing label), the "
bone), Ronnie Horvath ("smokin' haven't heard of those people, group will embark on a major tour of
'guitar"), Danny Motta (tru!llpet) you've been in cold storage for too .the US and Europe.
So check out the group! If you
and Jimmy Wimpfheimer (bass fid- long.
The group has recently recQrded love the blues, you'll love the band.
dle and bass guitar).
Now, if you're thinking "Well, tracks on the new Fabulous Thun- , And, if you don't care for that music, '
who have these guys worked with, derbirds album and also the new, go see this rockin' Providence group
I've never heard of them," I'll tellya'. Lou Rawls disc, Besides backing up and believe me. before the night is
As individual artists and as a group, other music greats, they've pre- over, you will love the blues. Oh
they've performed with the Scoot· viously "recorded two albums, . yeah: Don't forget' your dancin'
. e~s, Artie Shaw~ Tommy Dorsey, Roomful of Blues and Let's Have shoes.
B.B:. King, Muddy Waters, Profes: " a Party Currently. Hot Little
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East Bl'idgewaterCommercial Club
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LONDON * AMSTERDAM * PARIS·

JULY 5 - JULY 26, 1981

ART HISTORY
STUDY TOUR
6 Credits · Undergraduate or Graduate

JUL'y 5-26, 1981
Study in museums and edifices of Europe.

JULY 5.. l2 - LONDON
The NationafGallery, The"Tate 'Gallery, The British
Museum, The Victoria. ~nd Albert Museum, St. Paul's
Cathedral, Westminister Abbey, Salisbury Cathedral,
and Stonehenge.

•

JULY 13-18 -:AMSTERDAM

The Rijkmuseum, The Van Gogh Museum, The
Stedelijk Museum, Frans Hals Museum (Haarlern),
The Mauritshuis (The Hague), The Kroller-Muller
Museum -(Otterlo).

Monet
Rembrandt
Vermeer
Van Gogh
Rubens
Manet' ,-'.,:;;
and many
more!!!!!

Bridgewater State College .

JULY 19-25,- PARIS
~"

The Louvre, Musee de l'Impressionnisme, The Rodin
Museum, Pompidou Art Center,.Notre Dame of
Paris, Basilica of the Sacred Heart, Sainte Chapelle,
The Pantheon, the palace and gardens' of Versailles,
andChartre C·athedral.
.

JULY 26
Return to Boston

Prior to departure six evening class
meetings will be held at Bridgewater
State College.

Cost: $1969*
*This price estimate includes tuition
and is based on double occupancy
in tourist class hotels. Price' also
includes breakfast, round trip air
travel, rail transportation. between
cities, hotel 'transfer~, and ,sightseeing tours in Paris, Amsterdam, and
London.

For more in/ormption, contact
.Professor Joan"· Hausrath, Art
Department, extension 24',9.·-

B
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On
The

•

Road
Again

by Neil Bunick
The Bridgewater Breeze, a 10,000
meter run was well co.ordinated by
the Bridgewater Running Club. The
road race held on March I, met
favorable weather conditions for
most runners. The skies were over.
cast with mid.forty temperatures
and appropriately included a slight
breeze. The race went through
scenic Bridgewater (not to be con.
fused with the new and muddy
scenic route near the New Burnell
School). The hilly 6.2.mile course
began at Kelly Gymnasium, on to
School Street, along South Street,
across Winter and Flagg Streets,
and a few other streets, finishing up
at the gym.
Runners from the Boston Athletic
Association and the Colonial Road
Runners of Abington captured
some of the top places in the Bridge.
water race. Here are the top ten
men and women finisl1ers overall:
MEN..
BRIAN PICKELL .. Boston
1.
Athletic Assoc.··31:19; 2.
STU
PENN .. WSSA-.32:08; 3.
Bart
Petracca .. unattached .. 32:53; 4.
JEFF VIE;RA-.TCC-.33:27; 5. RICK
WHITE .. Colonial Road Runners..
33:54: '6. STEVE DeSISTO .. North
Medford Club-·34:09; 7.
DAVE
BELCHER .. So. Shore. Striders..
34:41; 8. STEVE OLSEN .. CRR..
35:25;9. WALT STASIO-Unn...
35;30 :- and
10:
BOB
DELANE'(.CRR .. 3S:31.
WOMEN.
I. DEBBIE MUELLER .. Boston AA-37:37; 2. LOtJI SE MARRA .. U nn.
··39:22; 3.,
TERRI ROGERS··
Quincy Track Club-·40:36:
4.
KAREN ROGERS··QTC·-41:53; 5.'
JANE HAMMOND .. Unn ...42:47; 6.
~E MARIE ROSE··South Shore
~ders .. 44;42; 7.
DEBRA
BOURQUE.-YMCA .. 46:38; 8. KITSIE HIGGINS .. Liberty Athletic
Club.-48:00: 9. LAURA PRATT..
Bridgewater Running Club.. 49:12;
and 10.

BEVERLY VARNUM··

Un;i~~~Ot:~;'race the'rewas food and

refreshments for all at the Kelly
Gym. BRe's Bob Otto conducted
the awards ceremony presenting
trophies to the overall male and
female winners and merchandise
"prizes to several of the top runners
in their resp~ctive age groups. All
those who finished the race received
green and yellow race T.shirts with
the Bridgewater Savings Bank insig.
nia on the back of the shirts. President Tom Knudson and the

for the Marathon is $5.00. To be
eligible, you must be at least 19 years
old, a member of the Athletics Cangress or certified by your school or
college, and have run a marathon
sometime between April 21, 1980,
and March 8, 1981, in a qualifying
time for your age group.
Qualifying times for the Boston
Marathon:
MEN··19·40: 2:50; 40·49: 3:10; 50·
59:.
3:20; 60 and up: 3:30.
WOMEN··19-40: 3:20; 40 and up:
3:30.
Word has iUhat George Conefry,
37, is back around this area again
taking to the roads. Conefry, once
one of the premier long·distance
runners in New England and a
hold'erofa national rac€ r~cbrd, had
been in Oregon for several years.
He now lives on the Cape and runs
for the Spartan Athletic Club of
Brockton. Along the lines of come·
hacks, Art Dulong, 32, Lexington
High School Track Coach has be.en
running strongof late after a running
layoff in the 19705. Dulong was a
nationally ranked mil€lr at Holy
Cross. He turned up for the '81 Bas·
ton .Marathon with a 2:32:27 5th
place finish in the Foxboro Mara·
than this fall. Future articles will
include feature stories on quality
runners of the caliber of competi·
tors like Conefry and Dulong:
March is a. busy month for road
races. Runners usually come out of
their winter hibernation to get .tbeir
"feet running shoes wet" for the
spring and s,ummer running sea·
sons. Here's what is in store fedhe
weeks 10 come:
March 8.-Newton. Garden 'City'
Marathon, 26.2 miles. Newton
North HighSchool.
.
March 14-·Holyoke··10 km. 6.2
miles at I p.rn. City Hall. Contact
Mike Tierney, 252 Maple St.,.
Holyoke, MA . 01040.
March IS-·South Boston.
St.
Patrick's Day. 10 km. 6.2 mi.
March 15 .. New Bedford. , Half
Marathon. 13.1 m'iles. Moby Dick
Trail. Contact Larry Finnerty, 1135
Beverly St., New Bedford, MA
02745 (998·2455).
March 21··Foxboro. "Springtime
in Patriotland" Race. 25 km, 10 km,
2 km, at I p.m. Foxboro Co. Cafete·
ria. Contact Foxtrotters, R. Spitler,
One Rhodes St., Plainville, MA
02762.· March 29··West Warwick,
. RI 10 km. 6.2 mi. at II a.m. West f
Warwick Athletic Complex .. Con·'
tact Bernie Norman, 126 Cleveland
St., West Warwick, RI
02893.
April 5 .. Bridgewater.
Bridge-

Bridgewater Running Club are to be
commended for a job well done.
The 1981 Boston Marathon is prac.
water State College Second Annual
tic ally right around the corner-.no,
five· mile Road Race to Benefit
not the Prudential Center or
Children's Physical Development
H6pkinton .. its date. Entries must be
Clinic, at Kelly Gym. 11 a.m. Can·
postmarked by March 9; if you
tact Dr. Joseph Huber, B.S.C.,
haven't entered yet you must act' Bridgewater, MA
02324. (697·
sw.iftly. To receive an entry blank . 8321, ext. 287). To borrow a pop·
,send a self· addressed envelope to:
ular phrase from .everyday.speech,
Marathon Committee, Box 223.,
"I've got to run." Until next time. I
Bost-on, MA 02199. The entry fee' will see. you "On the Roads Again."
.'

Bse VS WORCESTER
The Bridgewater Women's Var·
sity Basketball Team gave national
champions Worcester State quite a
scare on Feb. 24th in then Kelly
Gymnasium. A gr~at turnout of peo·
pie was a compliment to both teams
as the Bridgewater Women played
their last home game of the season.
In the first half, Bridgewater came
out with a press and man-to·man
defense that did not seem to stop
Worcester. Joanne Medeiros,
senior forward for Worcester was
hitting everything that she shot from
the outside and had 16 points in the
first half alone.Guards Muoio and
Croteau were getting the ball inside
for Bridgewater, butTammyTurner
seemed to be stone cold, even from
a few feet. It was obvious that
Bridgewater's shooting was not up
to par. Worcester shot 87% from thd
floor in the first half and Bridgewater
shot 26%. Even still, Bridgewater
kept up with Worcester's pace and
trailed by only 8 at the half, 32·24.
In their usual fashion, Bridgewater came back strong in the
second half. Guards Karen Croteau
and DeDe Enabenter led the Bridge-

water offense. With six steals
apiece, the two led some incredible
fast break plays and it looked as if
Worcester wasn't even on the
court. National AlI-St~ Cathy Wes·
tall of Worcester State obviously
wasn't thinking about the game. An
i 1bounds pass to her hit her in the
stomach and bounced away. She
fouled Teesie Muoio trying to catch
up with it.
It was Bridgewater who was hot in
the second half as they upped their
shooting percentage to nearly 60%.
Worcester's percentage sunk to
20%. They had only Bpoints from
the floor in the second half. At 14
minutes Bridgewater tied up the
score 34·34. With the crowd behind
:hem, Bridgewater upped their lead
.:md led at ten minutes 42-36.
But, Bridgewater got themselves
deep into foul trouble. Freshman
star Jody Collicut fouled out of the
game with 9 points and 19 rebounds
under her belt. Bridgewater's agressiveness did not payoff because
Worcester was not cold at the foul
line. They hit 18 for 23 from the line.
in the s~cond half
compared to

as

Bridgewater who did n01 step up to

the line once in the half.
With 55 seconds left in the game,
Worcester led by two and it looked
as if Bridgewater still had a chance.
throwing the ball away, they gave
up the contest and Worcester took
it 57-52.
Croteau was top scorer for
Bridgewater with 14 and Medeiros
led for Worcester with 24.
Unfortunately, it was the last time
Bridgewater will see senior guard
Tessie MuoIo and senior forward
KATHY McSWEENEY. These two
scrappy and aggressive players had
some impressive statistics over the
years and will be sorely missed.
Luckily Bridgewater still has a
strong base to build on. Can theS!
beat Worcester next year??
MuoIo
2·0-4
Croteau
7-0-14
Cullen
3·0-6
McSweeny
2-0-4
Truner
'4-3-11
Collicutt
4-1-9
Dineen
2·0·2
Enabenter
2-0·2

• NOW.FRESHPIZZA .. 7 DAYS! WEEI .
24 HOURS ADAY . .
.

\.

• FRESH PIZZA MADE :HERE IN THE SHOP
• ENJOYTH'ESE PIZZAS :HO" FROM YOUR OWN OVEN

BUY ONE ~ZZA AT IE.GULAR PRICE .-'
aTONE 12"

CHEESE

PllufREE...
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Attention Students!
Run your tail off at the

CHILDREN'S
PHYSICAL
DEVELOPMENT·AL
CLINIC
2nd Annual Five Mile Road Race
T-shirt prizes awarded to first and second male and female
finishers from Scott Hall, Great Hill Student Apts., Durgan
Hall, Shea Hall, Pope Hall, Wood Hall, BSC Faculty. and
BSe staff and BSe commuters.

,

Sunday April 5th, 1981 at 11:00am
Kelly Gymnasium
Bridgewater State Coliege
Pre-registration fee $2.00
Post-registration fee $3.00
Pre-registration fee must be received by Tuesday, March
31st. Please register or check in on the day of the race
before 10:30am.
Please send or drop off check(payable to HPER-Clinic}an<:l
'
entry blank to: Dr. Joe Huber
P.E. Dept. Bridgewater State College
Bridgewater, MA.
Bob Deyeso
In last week's issue of the Comment we took an in-depth look at
the pre-season picture unfolding in
the National League's Eastern Division. In Part 2 of a 4·part series, we
will tum our attention to the
National League West and attempt
to analyze each squad and predict
the order in which they will finish.

1). Houston Astros: Last year the
Houston Astros took home their
first ,divisional ;title inth~2hyea~
existence. They should finish:on top
again for the same reason which
enabled them to win it last year
pitching. Only the Baltimore Orioles
staff can match the Astros hurlers.
Startets Bob Forsch, Joe Niekro,
Vernon Ruhle, Nolan Ryan, and
Newcomer Don Sutton present a
formidable starting rotation. Relievers JoeSambito, Frank Lacorte,
Joaquin Andujar, and Dave Smith
comprise the most formidable
bullpen anywhere. Joe Morgan was
released by the Astros this, winter
but he will be ably replaced by Rafael
Landestoy. An outfield comprised
of Cruz, Cedeno, and Puhl is the
most underrated outfield in base·
ball. Manager Bill Virdon has always
said that pitching wins ball' games
and with this staff the Astros won't
have to circe the diamond too often.
If, J. R. Richard can successfully
return this race will be over in
August.
2). Cincinnati Reds: A surprise?
Not really_ The last two years the
Red 'pitching staff has been devastated with injuries and they still managed divisional title and a close 3rd
place finish: Coach' John McNamara will have to rely on S tarters Tom
Seaver and Frank Pastore to lead an
inexperienced pitching staff. Reliev·
ers Tom Horne and Doug Bair are
an adequate pair in any baUpark.
The Johnny Bench situation is still
up in the air but he will be sure to
catch often. All Stars Dan Driessen,
George Foster, Ken ,Griffey, Dave
Collins, Dave Concepcion, and Ray
Knight are all back and the Reds can
score runs. They key to this season
will be patience: Time must be allotted for the young staff to mature. If
the Astros fizzle out the Reds will
take it.
3). Los Angeles Dodgers: In all
seriousness, this is a 3rd place ballclub_ Bob, Welch and Jerry Reuss
will combine with Reliever Don
Stanhouse to·get the lion's share of
work on the hill. The Dodgers have
a formidalJfe line-up. In Garvey.
Lopes, Russell, Cey, Baker, and
Smith, ,it. s,ounds like th~ starting
line· up for the Nationa,l Leagl,l~ AU

----------------------------------

Star Team. This squad lacks togetherness and though it has maturity
and experience it lacks the desire to
grind out vktories. (Hey Red Sox
fans! Sound familiar?) The Dodgers
have never won anything important
since Koufax and Drysdale were
playing and . without a capable
Receiver and no depth they aren't
going.anywhere.
4}.Atlanta Braves: Ted Turner is
hu1l4ms; .,a. f\l~e::.J)owe~~~us~in
Atlanta aha remember you read It
here first. Although the pitching is
somewhat weak the power in their
bats is awesome. Phil Niekro, Rick
Matula, and Jolln ·McWiIliams will
start on the mound for the Braves
while Adrian Devine and Rick Camp
will try to salvage wins. Former Van·';
kee Chris Chambliss is at first and
his attitude has spilled over to the
younger players. Bm Naharodny,
formerly of the Whjte Sox, has developed into a fine, .catcher. Bob
Horner and Dale Murphy give the
Braves as a good a 1,2 Homerun
punch as anybody. Rightfielder and
5-time All Star Gary Matthev./s has
suffered many years in A'ihul!a but
soon it
be funplayingfo; a win·
ning Braves team.

will

(first)
sex
Name(last)
Address or Dorm
City
State
In consideration of this entry being accepted, I hereby, for myself,
heirs, executors, administrators, wave and release any and all claim for
damage I may have against the organizations holding this event, its
agents, representatives, successors and assigns for any and all injuries
suffered by me at said event or while traveling to or returning therefrom.
Signature
Date
Signature"~.'of Parept/Guardianif
under 18
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Summer Camp for retarded
near Lake Placid now hiring.
Campus interviews arran·
ged. Write: 2575 Troy Rd.,
Schdy., NY 12309 or phone
(518)783 1233.

r

I

Resumes Professionally
Written Career Consultation
(Bridgewater Graduate)

J.D.M. Assoc. 823-8796

lL....

_----J
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and save
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Giants
do have
a legilimate
with,
. Larry
Herridon
in outfield
center,
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North in left1, and Slugger Jack ~
Clark in right. A fifth place finish iC
would actually be nice for the Giants ic
because they won't get any higher. it
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Broad St. (Route 18) Bridgewater Center.... 697-4446'
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A WIS'E AND CONVENIENT PLACE
TO 'SH'OP FOR 'A C. TI0N CLO T"HING
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God
Squad Brave.
seemsDarrell
like a used
lot. Former
Evans ilt ..,..
first, former Pirate Rer)l"lie Stenn'ett ~
at second. former Cub Milt May iC
catchi~g, for~er At.hletic. Billy'i
North In left. VIda Blue IS commg off -1C
a rather poor year but don't blame ~
him. Only Southp~w Gary Lavelle

6). San Diego Padres: Here the
$1,000,000 quiz question. Try to
name the starting opening day lineup forthe 1981 Padres? Okay, try to
name just 5 Padre players? .4?? 3???
Try this line-up for size. Richards
LF, Salazar 3B; Mumphry CF,
Stimac C, Cash 2B, Smith SS, Perkins ' RF, . and anyone at first.
Pitchers? How about Eichelberger,
Curtis, Wise and Shirley. If this team
dm finish out the season and draw
over 1 Million fans in San Diego it
will just go to show how pOpular a
team mascot is with the~youngers.
This team is pitiful ar.td the Commissioner should examine Owner Ray
Kroc's head for building such a tremeno,ou5 ~9U9dt

•.

Dorrs Print, Inc.
Visit our new remodeled
stationary store. Complete new
inventory. We do resumes. 43
Central Sq., Bridgewater

~

5). San Francisco Giants: The
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Jordache

Dickies
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